Abstract
Substantiation of elliptical bearing application in robots
The humanoid robots with artificial spherical slide bearings presented in Fig. 1 have not harmonic motions and the power transformation is not regular.
The bone head of natural human hip joint is not spherical but elliptical. This fact is confirmed by the numerous anatomical and biomechanical studies on human hip joint, by many scientific literature reports as well long-term results obtained by other Authors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . We can observe the asymmetrical distribution of the layer of cartilage lying on the bone head surface. The cartilage layer is thickest at the upper pole and thinnest at the equator. From this fact follows, that the head to be elliptical with a wider diameter, a, along the axis of the femoral neck [6] [7] . Such different distribution of cartilage is presented in Fig. 2a . Symbol a denotes smaller diameter and b -wider diameter. The square of eccentricity for human hip joint is defined by the following formula [9] [10] [11] [12] (2) Exactly value of the half-ellipsoid surface can be expressed from the following formula [11] :
After calculations, we obtain following series: Figure 4 shows the complete elliptical prosthesis of human hip joint and elliptical bonehead. 
Fig. Spherical and elliptical bearings: a) spherical journal together with a shaft and spherical sleeve, b) individual elliptical ball with conical sleeve, c) elliptical journal together with a shaft and conical sleeve, d) localization possibilities of the elliptical slide bearing between movable limbs occurring in humanoid robots

The points on the elliptical surface of slide bearings
This intersection describes the geometry of elliptical journal and sleeve. Therefore at first we define the coordinates of the point P (B,L) lying on the elliptical surface. Wide coordinate B of point P lying on the rotational elliptical surface denotes the angle between perpendicular line to the elliptical surface in point P and plain B=0 i.e. x0y (see Fig. 5a, b) .
Length coordinate L of point P lying on the rotational elliptical surface denotes the angle between the projection r1 of the basis vector r on the plain x0y and the plain L=0 (see Fig. 5a, b) . The relationship between coordinates (x,y,z) and (B,L) for arbitrary point laying on the elliptical surface are as follows (compare Fig. 4b 
where -/2 B + /2, -L + .
Lubrication region as the sum of elliptical triangle
Now we define the field of elliptical triangle lying on the ellipsoid journal. Lubrication region consists of the sums of selected triangle surfaces. For example, Fig. 6a shows the one PQS of numerous elliptical triangles lying on the elliptical surface. Symbols angP, angQ, angS denote angles in vertexes P,Q,S respectively. Fig. 6b illustrates the real view of the triangle on the elliptical surface and its developed view. The field of the elliptical triangle has the following form:
Fig. . Elliptical triangles: a) Lubrication region lying on the elliptical slide bearing surface as a sum of elliptical triangles with the ,Q,S; b) Enlargements of elliptical triangle PQS on the elliptical surface; c) elliptical triangle on the plane
Unknown angP is the dihedral angle between plane pl(PQO) and pl(PSO). Unknown angQ is the dihedral angle between plane pl(QPO) and pl(QSO). Unknown angS is the dihedral angle between plane pl(SQO) and pl(SPO) see Fig. 7 . 
Fig. . Elliptical triangle surface pqs and planes pl(PQO), pl(PSO), pl(QSO) to be created by the three points P,Q,O, and P,S,O and Q,S,O respectively, where O is the centre of ellipsoid
The three vertexes of the triangle have the following coordinates: P(Bp,Lp)=P(xp,yp,zp), Q(Bq,Lq)=Q(xq,yq,zq), S(Bs,Ls)=S(xs,ys,zs). By virtue of the formulae (4), the relationships between coordinales x,y,z and B,L for points P,Q,S are as follows: 
Pressure measurements and capacity calculation
The measured pressure values p1, p2, p , ... in vertexes of particular triangles included in lubrication region are presented in Fig. 8a, b, c. 
a) b) c)
Fig. 8. Lubrication region :a) localization on the elliptical surface, b) region as a sum of elliptical triangles, c) measured pressure values in
Transformation of the formula (18) from surface into double integral tends to the following formula presenting the load carrying capacity:
xy(x,y) lying on the plane x0y and illustrated in Fig. 8 . Function z=f(x,y) is defined i 9.
Conclusions
lying on the slide elliptical journal bearing applied in robots. The lubrication region consists of elliptical triangles. The values of surfaces of elliptical triangles are derived. Taking into account the total lubrication surface and mean arithmetic measured hydrodynamic pressure, the formula for capacity calculation is presented.
The functionalities of elliptical human hip, humeral, elbow and other joints and elliptical hip, humeral elbow human prosthesis as well elliptical slide bearings occurring in humanoid robots are in this paper compared.
